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Abstract. Faced with both identity theft and the theft of means of
authentication, users of digital services are starting to look rather suspi-
ciously at online systems. The behavior is made up of a series of observ-
able actions of an Internet user and, taken as a whole, the most frequent
of these actions amount to habit. Habit and reputation o�er ways of
recognizing the user. The introduction of an implicit means of authenti-
cation based upon the user's behavior allows web sites and businesses to
rationalize the risks they take when authorizing access to critical func-
tionalities. In this paper, we propose a new model for implicit authen-
tication of web users based on extraction of closed patterns. On a data
set of web navigation connection logs of 3,000 users over a six-month
period we follow the experimental protocol described in [1] to compute
performance of our model.

1 Introduction

In order to achieve productivity gains, companies are encouraging their cus-
tomers to access their services via the Internet. It is accepted that on-line ser-
vices are more immediate and more user-friendly than accessing these services
via a brick and mortar agency, which involves going there and, more often than
not, waiting around [2]. Nevertheless, access to these services does pose secu-
rity problems. Certain services provide access to sensitive data such as banking
data, for which it is absolutely essential to authenticate the users concerned.
However identity thefts are becoming more and more numerous [3]. We can dis-
tinguish two paradigms for increasing access security. The �rst one consists of
making access protocols stronger by relying, for example, on external devices for
transmitting access codes that are supplementary to the login/password pair.
Nevertheless, these processes are detrimental to the user-friendliness and usabil-
ity of the services. The number of transactions abandoned before reaching the
end of the process is increasing and exchange volumes are decreasing. The sec-
ond paradigm consists to the contrary of simplifying the identi�cation processes
in order to increase the exchange volumes. By way of examples, we can mention
single-click payment [2] [4] or using RFID chips for contactless payments. Where
these two paradigms meet is where we �nd implicit means of authentication.
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A means of authentication is a process that makes it possible to ensure that the
identity declared in the event of access is indeed the user's identity. Traditionally,
a user authenticates himself or herself by providing proof of identity [5]. This
process is called �explicit authentication�. In contrast, implicit authentication
does not require anything from the user but instead studies his or her behavior,
the trail left by the user's actions, and then either does or does not validate the
declared identity. An implicit means of authentication cannot replace traditional
means of authentication as it is necessary for the user to have access to his or
her service so that the person's behavior may be studied and their identity
can either be validated or rejected. To the contrary, if it is e�ective, it would
enable stronger authentication modes to be avoided (such as chip cards and PIN
numbers), which are detrimental to the usability of services. The challenge is to
detect identity theft as quickly as possible and, to the contrary, to validate a
legitimate identity for as long a time as possible.

This contribution is organized as follows: in section 2 we shall o�er a state-of-
the-art about implicit authentication and user's pro�le in web browsing. Then
we propose a learning model for implicit authentication of web users we are
dealing with in section 3. In section 4, we compare several methods for building
pro�les of each user. We faithfully reproduce the experimental study conducted
in [1] and we analyze all of our results. Finally, in section 5, we shall resume our
results and discuss our future work.

2 Related works

In his survey of implicit authentication for mobile devices ([6]), the author says of
an authentication system that it is implicit if the system does not make demands
of the user (see Table 1).

Implicit authentication systems were studied very quickly for mobile phones.
In [7] and [8], the authors studied behaviour based on variables speci�c to smart-
phones such as calls, SMS's, browsing between applications, location, and the
time of day. Experiments were conducted based on the data for 50 users over
a period of 12 days. The data were gathered using an application installed by
users who were volunteers. The users' pro�les were built up from how frequently
positive or negative events occurred and the location. Within this context, a
positive event is an event consistent with the information gathered upstream.
By way of an example, calling a number which is in the phone's directory is a
positive event. The results of this study show that based on ten or so actions,
you can detect fraudulent use of a smartphone with an accuracy of 95%. In a
quite di�erent context, the authors of [9] relied on a Bayesian classi�cation in
order to associate a behaviour class with each video streaming user. The data
set is simulated and consists of 1,000 users over 100 days. The variables taken
into account are the quality of the �ow, the type of program, the duration of the
session, the type of user, and the popularity of the video. The results are mixed,
because the model proposed admits to an accuracy rate of 50%.
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Feature Capturing
Method

Implicit/Explicit Spoo�ng Threats Problems

Passcode Keyboard input Explicit Keyloggers,
Shoulder Sur�ng

Guessable pass-
words

Token Hardware device Mainly explicit,
implicit possible

None Easily stolen or
lost

Face & Iris Camera Both Picture of the le-
gitimate user

Lighting situa-
tion and make-up

Keystroke Keyboard Implicit, explicit
possible

Typing imitation
(di�cult)

Long training
phase, reliability

Location GPS, infrastruc-
ture

Implicit Informed
strangers

Traveling, preci-
sion

Network Software protocol
(e.g. WireShark)

Implicit Informed
strangers

Precision

Table 1. Comparison of di�erent authentication methods

The particular context of implicit authentication for web browsing was studied
in [1], [10], [11] and [12]. In [1], the author adopted the domain name, the num-
ber of pages viewed, the session start time, and its duration, as characteristic
variables. The data set, which was gathered by a service provider, consisted of
300 �rst connections by 2,798 users over a period of 12 months. The user pro�les
consisted of patterns with a size of 1. The author compares several pattern selec-
tion approaches like the support and the lift approaches. The study shows that
for small, anonymous behavioural patterns (involving up to twenty or so sites
visited), the most e�ective models are still traditional classi�cation models like
decision trees. On the other hand, whenever anonymous behaviour exceeds 70 or
so sites, the support and lift-based classi�cation models are more accurate. The
study conducted in [12] states that the size of the data set remains a determining
parameter. Their study, conducted on 10 users over a one-month period, did not
enable them to build a signi�cant model for distinguishing users. The authors
also concluded that no variable taken individually enables a user to be authen-
ticated. Drawing inspiration from a study conducted in [1], the authors of [13]
studied several techniques for spying on a user who holds a dynamic IP address,
based on behavioural models. The methods compared are seeking motives, the
nearest neighbours technique, and the multinomial Bayesian classi�er. The data
set consisted of DNS requests from 3,600 users over a two-month period. In this
study, only the most signi�cant variables and the most popular host names were
considered. The accuracy rates for the models proposed were satisfactory.

The study that we conduct in this paper also forms part of a continuation of the
work by [1]. We faithfully reproduce his experimental protocol on our data and
we compare performance of our classi�cation algorithm to his speci�c models.
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3 Models

We propose an intuitive learning model architecture for user authentication.
From a data set of web browsing logs we compute a set of own patterns for
each user. A pattern is a set of frequently visited sites. The size of pattern
may vary. Thanks to these pro�les we are able to provide an authentication
for anonymous sessions. We then compute confusion matrices and we provide
precisions of the models. In our present study, we compare performance of a naive
Bayes classi�er to variations on k-nearest neighbors algorithms. More precisely,
the studied parameters are selection process of user own patterns, computation
process of user pro�les and distance functions computed for classi�cation stage.
Figure 1 outlines the framework of the machine learning process.

? ?
- -

Past
Behaviour

Anonymous
Behaviour

User
Pro�le

Learning Algorithms Score Computation
User

Authentication

Fig. 1. Architecture

3.1 Formal framework

We call a session a set of visited web sites at a speci�c time by a given user ui

such as i ∈ [1,n] and n is the number of users. The size of a session is limited
and equal to 10. The learning database of each user ui takes the form of a set of
sessions denoted Sui and is built from log data3. We call S =

⋃
i Sui the whole

set of sessions of the database.
We call Wui

the whole set of web sites visited at least once by user ui and we
call W =

⋃
iWui

the whole set of visited sites. The order of visited web sites is
not taken into account by this model.

De�nition 1 (k-pattern). Let W be a set of visited web sites and S be a set
of sessions on W . A subset P of W is called a k − pattern where k is the size
of P . A session S in S is said to contain a k − pattern P if P ⊆ S.

De�nition 2 (Support and relative support (lift)). We de�ne the support
of a pattern P as the percentage of sessions in S containing P (by extension we
give the support of a pattern in the set of sessions of a given user ui):

supportS(P ) =
||{S ∈ S | P ⊆ S}||

||S||
supportSui

(P ) =
||{S ∈ Sui

| P ⊆ S}||
||Sui

||
3 Cf. section 4.1
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For a given user the relative strength of a pattern is equivalent to the lift in
a context of association rules (i.e. the support of the pattern within this user
divided by the support of the pattern across all users). More formally:

liftSui
S(P ) =

supportSui
(P )

supportS(P )

The support measures the strength of a pattern in behavioral description of a
given user. The relative support mitigates support measure by considering the
pattern's support on the whole sessions set. The stronger the global support of
a pattern, the lesser characteristic of a speci�c user.
The tf-idf is a numerical statistic that is intended to re�ect how relevant a word
is to a document in a corpus. The tf-idf value increases proportionally to the
number of times a word appears in the document, but is o�set by the frequency
of the word in the whole corpus ([14]). In our context, a word becomes a pattern,
a document becomes a set of sessions Sui of a given user and the corpus becomes
the whole set S of all sessions.

De�nition 3 (tf×idf). Let P be a pattern, let U be a set of users and Up ⊆ U
such that ∀ui ∈ Up, supportSui

(P ) 6= 0. Let Sui
be a set of sessions of a given

user ui and S a whole set of sessions. The normalized term frequency denoted
tf(P ) is equal to supportSui

(P ) and the inverse document frequency denoted
idf(P ) is equal to log (||U ||/||UP ||). We have:

tf × idf(P ) = supportSui
(P )× log

(
||U ||
||UP ||

)
De�nition 4 (Closure system). Let S be a collection of sessions on the set
W of web sites. We denote Sc the closure under intersection of S. By adding W
in Sc, Sc is called a closure system.

De�nition 5 (Closure operator). Let W be a set, a map C: 2W → 2W is
a closure operator on W if for all sets A and B in W we have: A ⊆ C(A),
A ⊆ B =⇒ C(A) ⊆ C(B) and C(C(A)) = C(A).

Theorem 1. Let Sc be a closure system on W . Then the map CSc de�ned on
2W by ∀A ∈ 2W , CSc(A) =

⋂
{S ∈ Sc | A ⊆ S} is a closure operator on W 4.

De�nition 6 (Closed pattern5). Let Sc be a closure system on W and CSc

its corresponding closure operator. Let P be a pattern (i.e. a set of visited sites),
we said that P is a closed pattern if CSc(P ) = P .

4 Refer to the book of [15].
5 This de�nition is equivalent to a concept of the formal context K = (S,W,I) where
S is a set of objects, W a set of attributes and I a binary relation between S and
W [16].
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3.2 Own patterns selection

The �rst and most important step of our model, called own patterns selection
is to calculate the set of own patterns for each user ui. This set of patterns is
denoted Pui

= {Pi,1, Pi,2,..., Pi,p}. In [1], the author states that p = 10 should be
a reference value and that beyond this value model performance are stable. We
shall follow that recommendation. In [1], 10 frequent 1 − patterns are selected
for each user. The aim of our study is to show that it could be more e�cient
to select closed k − patterns. But, the number of closed patterns should be
strong, so we compare three heuristics (H1, H2 and H3) to select the 10 closed
patterns of each user. For each heuristic, closed patterns are computed thanks
to Charm algorithm ([17]) provided on the Coron platform ([18]). Only closed
patterns with a size lower than or equal to 7 are considered. These heuristics are
presented here:

1. 10 1− patterns with the largest support values (as in [1])
2. H1: 40 closed k − patterns with the largest tf-idf values.
3. H2: 10 �ltered closed k − patterns with the largest support and maximal

values by inclusion set operator.
4. H3: 10 �ltered closed k−patterns with the largest tf-idf and minimal values

by inclusion set operator.

Algorithm 1 describes the process of H1 to select the 40 own patterns for a given
user. With H1, the model performance is improved when p increases up to 40.
p = 10 is the better choice for H2 and H3. The best results are from H1.

Algorithm 1: H1: 40 closed k − patterns with the largest tf-idf values.

Data: Cui
: the set of closed itemsets of user ui from Charm;

p : the number of selected own patterns;
Result: Pui : the set of own patterns of user ui;

1 begin
2 Compute the tf × idf for each pattern from Charm;
3 Sort the list of patterns in descending order according to the tf × idf

value;
4 Return the top p patterns;

3.3 User pro�les computation

We de�ne and we denote Pall =
⋃

i Pui
the whole set of own patterns. The set

Pall allows us to de�ne a common space in which all users could be embedded.
More formally, Pall de�nes a vector space V of size all = ||Pall|| where a given
user ui is represented as a vector Vui = (mi,1,mi,2,...,mi,all).
The second step of our model, called user pro�le computation, is to compute, for
each user ui, a numerical value for each component mi,j of the vector Vui

. i is
the user id, j ∈ [1,all] is a pattern id and m stands for a given measure. In this
paper, we compare two measures proposed in [1]: the support and the lift.
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mi,j = supportSui
(Pj) and mi,j = liftSui

S(Pj)

3.4 Authentication stage

In our model, the authentication step is based on the identi�cation. For that
purpose, our model guesses the user corresponding to an anonymous set of ses-
sions, then it checks if the guessed identity corresponds to the real identity. From
this set of sessions we have to build a test pro�le and to �nd the nearest user
pro�le de�ned during the learning step.

Test sessions Performance of our models are calculated on anonymous data
sets of growing size.The more information available, the better the classi�cation
will be. The �rst data set consists of only one session, the second consists of 10
sessions, the third one consists of 20 sessions, and the last one consists of 30
sessions. For the test phase, all sessions have the same size of 10 sites.

Building test pro�le Let S be the whole set of sessions from the learning
data set. Let Sut be an anonymous set of sessions and Vut = (mt,1,mt,2,...,mt,all)
its corresponding pro�le vector. We will compare two approaches to build the
anonymous test pro�le, the support and the lift:

∀i, mt,i = supportSut
(Pi) and ∀i, mt,i = liftSutS =

supportSut
(Pi)

supportS(Pi)

Distance functions Let Vui = (mi,1,mi,2,...,mi,all) and Vut = (mt,1,mt,2,...,mt,all)
be two pro�les. We denoted DisEuclidean(Vui ,Vut) the Euclidean distance and
we denote SimCosine(Vui

,Vut
) the cosine similarity function. We have:

DisEuclidean(Vui
,Vut

) =

√∑
j

(mt,j −mi,j)2

SimCosine(Vui ,Vut) =

∑
j(mt,j ×mi,j)√∑

j(mt,j)2 ×
∑

j(mi,j)2

4 Experimental results

4.1 Data set

Our data set is comprised of the web navigation connection logs of 3,000 users
over a six-month period. We have at our disposal the domain name visited and
each user ID. From the variables of day and time of connection we have con-
structed connection sessions for each user. A session is therefore a set of web
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sites visited. The number of visited web sites per session is limited and equal
to 10. For the relevance of our study we used Adblock6 �lters to remove all do-
mains regarded as advertising. The majority of users from this data set are not
su�ciently active to be of relevance. Therefore, as in [1], we have limited our
study to the 2% of most active users and obtained the signi�cant session sets for
52 users. The 30 users most active (who have a large number of sessions) among
those 52 users are used in this paper. Table 2 gives the detailed statistics for this
data set.

7698 sessions Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation

Size 10 10 10 0

#sessions/users 101 733 257 289

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the used data set: size of sessions (number of visited
web sites) and number of sessions per user, for 30 users.

4.2 Experimental protocol: a description

Algorithm 2 (see appendix) describes our experimental protocol. The �rst loop
sets the size of the set of users among which a group of anonymous sessions will
be classi�ed. The second one sets the size of this sessions group. Finally, the third
loop sets the number of iterations used to compute the average accuracy rate.
The loop on line 10 computes the speci�c patterns of each user and establishes
the pro�les vector. The loop on line 13 computes the vector's components for
each user. The nested loops on lines 16 and 18 classify test data and compute
the accuracy rate.

4.3 Comparative performance of H1, H2 and H3

From own patterns of each user we compute the set Pall as the whole set of
own patterns which de�nes the pro�le vector of each user. We use the support
of a pattern as numerical value for each components (cf. section 3.3). Following
Table 3 provides the size of the pro�le vector and the distribution of own patterns
according to size for each heuristic. With 30 users and 10 own patterns per user,
the maximal size of the pro�le is 300.

Number of own patterns |1| |2| |3| |4| |5| |6| |7|
H1 199 18% 31% 26% 16% 7% 2% 0%

H2 167 57% 29% 9% 3% 1% 1% 0%

H3 199 24% 20% 18% 14% 10% 9% 5%

Table 3. Pro�le vector size and the distribution of own patterns according to size.
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Fig. 2. Comparative performance of H1, H2 and H3. These observations are plotted
on an X-Y graph with number of sessions of the anonymous set on the X-axis and
accuracy rate on the Y-axis. Measured values are smoothed on 50 executions.

Figure 2 shows that naive Bayes classi�er is the most e�ective if the group
of test sessions is from 1 to 13 sessions (10 to 130 visited web sites). This result
is in line with the study in [1]. Finally, this graph clearly shows that heuristic
H1 certainly stands out from H2 and H3. So, the best heuristic is to choose
owns patterns amongst closed patterns with the largest tf × idf values. As a
consequence, the majority of patterns are small-sized patterns (two or three
sites) (cf. Table 3). But accuracy rates are much higher.

4.4 Comparative performance with [1]

In [1], the author compares, in particular, two methods of pro�le vector calculus.
In both cases, the own patterns are size 1 and are chosen amongst the most fre-
quent. The �rst method, named support-based pro�ling, uses the corresponding
support pattern as the numerical value for each component of the pro�le vector.
The second method, called lift-based pro�ling, uses the lift measure. In order to
compare the performances of the H1 model with the two models support-based
pro�ling and lift-based pro�ling, we have accurately replicated the experimental
protocol described in [1] on our own data set. The results are given in Table 4.

The data of Table 4 highlight that the H1 heuristic allows rates that are
perceptibly better than those of the two models proposed in [1] in all possible
scenarios. Nevertheless, the Bayes classi�er remains the most e�cient when the
session group is size 1 in compliance with [1]. Figure 3 allows a clearer under-
standing of the moment the Bayes curve crosses the H1 heuristic curve.

6 http://adblock-listefr.com/
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# of users 1 10 20 30

Support 65 89 95 97
2 Lift 67 90 97 98

Charm H1 72 98 99 100

Bayes 85 99 73 61

Support 40 74 83 88
5 Lift 41 78 86 88

Charm H1 49 90 95 98

Bayes 67 96 56 34

Support 27 66 79 80
10 Lift 29 64 77 80

Charm H1 37 83 92 94

Bayes 54 91 51 24

Support 19 55 68 75
20 Lift 21 58 68 74

Charm H1 30 76 86 90

Bayes 43 87 48 19

Support 16 53 64 70
30 Lift 17 54 64 69

Charm H1 26 72 83 89

Bayes 39 83 46 19

Table 4. On left, we �nd the number of users and the selected model. Each column is
de�ned by the number of sessions of the anonymous data set. Sessions are of size 10.
Measured accuracy rate are smoothed on 100 executions. In bold the best values are
presented.
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Bayes Charm H1

Fig. 3. Comparative performance of Bayes, support-based pro�ling, lift-based pro�ling
and H1. These observations are plotted on an X-Y graph with number of sessions of
the anonymous set on the X-axis and accuracy rate on the Y-axis. Number of users is
equal to 30. Measured values are smoothed on 50 executions.
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4.5 Comparative performance of distance functions

The last �gure 4 shows the impact of distance function choice on performances
of models.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

20

40

60

80

Number of test sessions

A
cc
u
ra
cy

Bayes Lift (cosine)

Lift (euclidean) Charm H1 (cosine)

Charm H1 (euclidean)

Fig. 4. Comparative performance of both H1 with cosine similarity and Euclidean
distance, Bayes and lift-based pro�ling. These observations are plotted on an X-Y graph
with number of sessions of the anonymous set on the X-axis and accuracy rate on the Y-
axis. Number of users is equal to 30. Measured values are smoothed on 100 executions.

Figure 4 illustrates the signi�cance of the distance function concerning the
performance. Indeed, when used with Euclidean distance, the H1 method is a bit
more precise than the lift one (about 3%). However, performances are improved
by using the cosine similarity and their relative ranking is even reversed. H1

method's performance are then better than lift by 10%.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this study, we proposed a learning model for implicit authentication of web
users. We proposed an simple and original algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1) to get a set
of own patterns allowing to characterize each web user. The taken patterns have
di�erent size and qualify as closed patterns from closure system generated by
the set of sessions (cf. Table 3). By reproducing experimental protocol described
in [1], we showed that the performances of our model are signi�cantly better
than some models proposed in the literature (cf. Table 4). We also showed the
key role of the distance function (cf. Figure 4).

This study should be extended in order to improve the obtained results. For
a very small sites �ow, the results of the solution should be better than results
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from Bayes' method. Another way to improve results will be to select other types
of variable and to add them to our current dataset. The selection of data has an
undeniable impact on the results.
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Appendix

Algorithm 2: Experiment procedure

Data:
⋃

i Sui
: all sessions from n users;

X : number of successive executions;
Result: The mean accuracy of select models;

1 begin
2 for (N = {2, 5, 10, 20, 30}) do
3 for (S = {1, 10, 20, 30}) do
4 for (z = 1, . . . ,X) do
5 Select N random users;
6 For each user, select SN = min(|Sui |, i = 1, . . . ,N);

7 Take the 2
3 of the SN sessions from each users to form the

training set;
8 Take the rest of SN sessions to form the validation set;

9 Pk
all ← ∅ (the global pro�le vector for each model k);

10 for each (ui, i = 1, . . . ,N) do
11 Compute the own patterns Pk

ui
(1 ≤ |Pk

ui
| ≤ 10);

12 Pk
all ← Pk

all ∪ Pk
ui
;

13 for each (ui, i = 1, . . . ,N) do
14 Compute the vector V k

ui
with support or lift;

15 Initialize to 0 the confusion matrix Mk of the method k;
16 for each (ui, i = 1, . . . ,N do
17 Compute the test stream Tui (|T | is �xed, T ∈ Tui);
18 while (Tui

6= ∅) do
19 Take SW sessions from Tui to compute V k

T ;

20 ua ← max(simil(V k
ui
,V k

T )) or min(dist(V k
ui
,V k

T ));

21 Mk[ui][ua]←Mk[ui][ua] + 1;

22 Compute the mean accuracy of k from Mk;


